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Abstract. Transition probabilities of 100 Ti-n emission
lines, originating from 7 different atomic levels, have been
determined by combining branching fractions with radiative lifetimes. The branching fractions were measured using
Fourier transform spectroscopy on a hollow cathode. The
radiative lifetimes of these 7 - and 35 additional - levels
were measured using time resolved laser-induced fluorescence on a slow Ti ion beam.
The transition probabilities of 21 very weak lines
have been used to derive a solar titanium abundance of
aTi=log(NTi/N H )+ 12=5.04±0.04 dex, which is insensitive to the solar model. This value is in disagreement with
the meteoritic titanium abundance (4.93 ± 0.02).
Key words: atomic data - Sun: abundances

1. Introduction

Iron-group elements have a high abundance and display
rich spectra in astronomical objects. Although these elements have been studied intensively (Anders & Grevesse
1989), unexplained discrepancies still remained when their

Send offprint requests to: M.C.E. Huber
1 The statistics of Fig. 2 in Anders & Grevesse (1989) is rather
peculiar: the average deviation between solar and meteoritic
abundances for the silicates and siderophiles [Mg, Si; Cr, Fe (with
the new value of 7.52 ± 0.04 dex, see next paTagraph), Ca, Ni, Pd]
is 0.00 dex with a standard deviation of a single data point of
0.01 dex (i.e. ca. ±2%). Similarly, for the refractories a deviation
of 0.01 ± 0.05 dex is found. For a normal data set, the standard
deviation should reflect the uncertainty in both the transition
probabilities and the actual abundance determination. The values
given above are well below that of most of the abundance
determinations in question. Could it be that the search for faults
in the transition probabilities stopped, as soon as agreement
between solar and meteoritic abundances had been achieved?

solar photospheric abundance was compared with that of
meteorites.
In the past few years several groups have focused their
attention on the apparent discrepancy between the solar
iron and titanium abundances and the respective meteoritic abundances: these two elements exhibited the two most
interesting deviations from the agreement between solar
and meteoritic abundances (Anders & Grevesse 1989).1
In a recent article Hannaford et al. (1992) determined
new lifetimes for several atomic levels of Fe +. Combining
these results with existing experimental branching fractions (Heise & Kock 1990; Pauls et al. 1990) they obtained
revised Fe-II log gf values that they used to derive a solar
iron abundance of 7.52 ± 0.04 dex in agreement with the
meteoritic abundance value of 7.51 ± 0.01, and also in
agreement with the most recent solar abundance determinations (Holweger et al. 1990, 1991; Biemont et al. 1991).
It turned out at the same time that the apparently high
value (7.66 ±0.06) reported by Pauls et al. (1990) which had
been based on an earlier lifetime by Hannaford & Lowe
(1983), led to a reduced value of 7.54 ± 0.06 - also in
agreement with the new solar iron abundance of7.52 ±0.04
- when the more recent lifetimes were used.
In the present work we measured accurate lifetimes of
42 excited levels of Ti + and applied the method used by
Pauls et aI., so that we could convert experimental branching fractions of ionized titanium into transition probabilities by means of the lifetimes of some of these levels.
We are interested in those lines that are particularly
suitable for a solar abundance determination, namely the
faintest lines. 21 lines originating in 7 of the abovementioned 42 levels were chosen for this purpose.
The accepted titanium meteoritic abundance is 4.93
±0.02 dex (Anders & Grevesse 1989). This is significantly
lower than the experimental solar abundance value of 4.99
±0.02 as determined by Grevesse et al. (1989) from Ti-J
lines.
Recently Savanov et al.(1990), have revised the published values of oscillator strengths of ionized titanium. By
using 15 lines that had been employed by Biemont (1978) in
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an earlier abundance determination, they obtained a solar
titanium abundance of 4.96 ± 0.05, i.e. a value apparently
compatible with the meteoritic titanium abundance.
2. Measuring the branching fractions
The experimental technique is the same as that described
previously by Pauls et al. (1990). Titanium spectra were
recorded on the 1 m Fourier-transform spectrometer (FTS)
at the US National Solar Observatory on Kitt Peak
(Brault 1985).
The light source was a water-cooled hollow-cathode
discharge (Pauls 1988), which was similar to that described
by Johansson and Litzen (1974), supplied with a titanium
cathode. The discharge was operated with direct currents
ranging from 53 mA to 1.2 A, and with a flow of neon as
carrier gas at pressures between 1.8 and 8 mbar. Different
spectra with different discharges were recorded to obtain,
on the one hand, optically-thin conditions for strong
titanium emission lines and, on the other hand, to achieve
good signal to noise ratios for weak lines; intermediatestrong lines, from the same upper level, could be used as
internal transfer standards. Even at the lowest possible
operating condition, some of the Ti-II emission lines still
appeared optically-thick in the source. Therefore all the
upper levels having one (or more) of such lines had to be
excluded from our analysis.
The signal-to-noise ratio (SIN) of the FTS broadband
scan (295-1150 nm) was often not sufficient to detect weak
Ti-n lines. Therefore we used 10 nm wide narrowband
filters to increase the SIN for those lines that are most
suitable for a solar abundance determination. The enhancement in the SIN-ratio results from the fact, that the
Fourier-transformed spectrum, being photon-noise
limited, exhibits at every data point a noise that is proportional to the square root of the total number of incoming
photons. A restriction in bandwidth therefore is beneficial:
strong lines in other, excluded, spectral domains do not
then contribute to the noise.
The relative radiometric response of the spectrometer
was obtained from spectra where the light source was run
with argon as carrier gas, and by adopting the relative
intensities of argon lines as reported by Adams & Whaling
(1981). The relative spectral sensitivity within the narrowband spectra was calibrated with a tungsten-strip lamp and
the connection of these spectra to those taken without a
filter was established by use of a Ti-I or Ti-II lines, that
occurred in both the narrow- and broad-band runs, and
thus could serve as transfer standards.
The method assumed a stable source. However, any
drift reflected in the time-evolution of radiance of a given
line and thus the population of the emitting level, could be
taken into account: any source-drift could be determined
from the sequence of broad-band runs, since they were
always taken with identical spectrometer and detector
settings.

3. Branching fraction data reduction
The spectra have been analyzed using the DECOMP linedecomposition program developed at the National Solar
Observatories in Tucson (USA) by J.W. Brault. This
program uses a non-linear least-squares procedure to fit
Voigt profiles to observed lines. The residuum (the difference between the observed spectrum and the synthesized
one) reflects the presence of close blends and self-absorption in recognizable patterns, it is therefore a sensitive
indicator of the reliability of the fit. The integrated area
under the synthesized lines (converted by use of the radiometric response function of the spectrometer) is a measure
of the relative photon flux of the emitted lines. The
uncertainty of the integration was deduced from the residuum of the fit.
The individual relative photon flux, <l>u;, of all the lines
coming from the same upper level u are combined to yield
the branching fractions BFj = <l>ujIL; <l>u;. Accordingly the
uncertainty of each BF is dependent on the uncertainties of
all relative photon fluxes. These in turn also depend on the
uncertainties of the radiometric response function given by
the ratio R(WNuJIR(WNuk ), where WNu; and WN uk stand
for the wave numbers of transitions i and k out of the upper
level u. We have assumed a linear dependence of the
uncertainty of this ratio from the line separation with a
proportionality constant of 0.001 % per em -1 as assumed
by O'Brian et al. (1991) from experience with the branching-ratio method for calibrating spectrometer response.
As final branching fractions we considered the mean
of the values resulting from independent measurements.
Although the standard deviations of these means were
generally smaller than the individual BF uncertainties, we
adopted the latter as LlBF.
To convert the branching fractions into transition
probabilities, we used radiative lifetimes. The measurement
of these lifetimes is described in the next section.

4. Measuring the radiative lifetimes
We report accurate (± 5 %) radiative lifetimes for the 7
levels discussed in the preceding section and for 35 additional levels in Ti + with energies ranging from 29000 to
48 000 em - 1. We measured these lifetimes using timeresolved laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) on a slow Ti ion
beam. Our measurements agree with earlier measurements
based on LIF methods (Kwiatkowski et al. 1985; Gosselin
et al. 1987), but are more extensive, and in most cases more
accurate than the earlier measurements.
A schematic of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The
apparatus is that used by O'Brian et al. (1991) for
measuring lifetimes in Fe I. Time-resolved LIF measurements on a slow ionic or atomic beam is recognised as a
broadly applicable and accurate method for measuring
radiative lifetimes. The beam source design was based on a
low-pressure large-bore hollow-cathode discharge. This
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Fig. 1. Schematic depiction of the lifetime experiment

versatile hollow-cathode design has proven successful for
making atomic and ionic beams for more than 30 different
elements. The cathode was lined with the element of
interest, in this case Ti, and a dc discharge in 0.7 mbar of
argon was run at a current of 40 rnA.
A 5 l-lS duration current pulse of up to 20 A produced
many atomic and ionic species in the discharge, distributed
in virtually all metastable levels. The discharge was sealed
from the scattering chamber except for a 1.0 mm hole
(nozzle) in the bottom of the hollow cathode, which was
flared outward at 45°. A weakly collimated, optically thin
beam of atoms and ions was formed in the scattering
chamber - which was ideal for measuring radiative lifetimes - by keeping the scattering chamber at a much lower
pressure than the discharge.
The vacuum in the scattering chamber was maintained
at lO - 7 bar of argon by a lO cm diffusion pump. Neutral
atoms in the beam had kinetic energies only slightly above
thermal; ions had kinetic energies of less than 0.5 eV. There
were, in the beam, useful populations of Ti ions in metastable levels up to 12000 cm -1.
An N 2-pumped dye laser intersected the atomic/ionic
beam at a right angle 1.0 cm below the nozzle. The dye
laser produced a pulse with 3 ns duration (FWHM),
0.2 cm -1 bandwidth and up to 40 kW peak power. A set of
potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) and beta-barium
borate (BBO) frequency-doubling crystals enabled us to
tune the dye laser down to 205 nm. Thus our laser provided
continuous wavelength coverage from the deep ultraviolet
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to the near infrared. Light baffles had been placed along the
axis of the laser beam, both inside and outside the
scattering chamber, to minimise scattered light. The LIF
was collected in a direction orthogonal to both the laser
and atomic/ionic beams and was detected by an RCA
IP28A photomultiplier tube (PMT).
For short lifetimes, including all of the lifetimes reported here for Ti +, the intersection of the atomic/ionic
beam and laser beam was imaged onto the photocathode
of the PMT by two fused silica lenses comprising of f/l
system. Between the two lenses, where the fluorescence
signal was roughly collimated, dye or narrow-band interference filters were inserted. It was often favourable to
observe fluorescence at wavelengths other than the laser
wavelength. Filters were used to block scattered laser light
and to observe the LIF only when the upper level had
significant fluorescence at wavelengths other than the laser
wavelength.
The signal from the PMT was recorded and averaged
using a Tektronix SCDlOOO transient waveform digitizer.
The leading edge of the signal and the first 5 ns after the
peak were discarded in our analysis of the LIF. Thus a
deconvolution of the fluorescence signal and the laser pulse
was avoided. The signal was analysed using a least-square
fit to a single exponential.
This experiment has a dynamic range of lifetimes from
about 2 ns to 2 l-lS. The 2 l-ls upper limit is set by time of
flight effects in the ionic or atomic beam. Atoms or ions in
excited states with lifetimes longer than 2 l-ls can leave the
field of view of the detection system before radiating, thus
artificially shortening the lifetime. Lifetimes of longer-lived
levels in ions are best measured using ion traps. Systematic
error due to ion motion was negligible for the short lived
Ti + levels studied in this investigation.
The lower limit of the dynamic range of our system is
set by the electronic bandwidth of the detection apparatus.
The base of the 1P28A was wired for low inductance and a
fast rise time. The base design included bypass capacitors
in order to provide good linearity to 10 rnA of peak anode
current, and included small damping resistors to reduce
ringing (Harris et al. 1976). The Tektronix SCDI000
transient waveform digitiser has an analog bandwidth of
1 GHz and a sampling rate as high as 200 GHz.
The electrical bandwidth of the detection system has
previously been tested by measuring the lifetimes of the
3 1 P? and 4 1 P? levels of neutral He which are known to
± 1% from very sophisticated calculations (Salih et al.
1985; Wiese et al. 1966). In addition, some of us have
recently measured selected lifetimes in Fe + and neutral Cu
to test our experiment. These lifetimes were chosen as tests
because they are known to accuracies ranging from ± 1%
to ± 3% from fast-beam-laser measurements (Bi6mont
et al. 1991) and from LIF measurements with precise
photon counting (Carlsson et al. 1989). The fastbeam -laser method has provided some of the most accurate measurements oflifetimes in the few ns range. Unfortu-
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nately the method is more expensive, more difficult and
more time consuming than the method of time-resolved
LIF on a slow beam which we used.
Whenever possible, more than one transition was used
to populate a level. This ensured proper identification of
the upper level, and provided confidence that the transitions were unblended. Individual reported lifetimes are an
average of over 12000 fluorescence decay traces. When
signals were strong, statistical uncertainty was less than
0.5% (1 standard deviation).
Selective laser excitation eliminated any error due to
repopulation of the upper level by radiative cascade from
higher levels; this has often been a problem in beam foil
time-of-flight measurements. In our LIF experiment, a
high lying level of interest occasionally decays via infrared
transitions to nearby levels which then decay to lower
levels producing cascade radiation in the spectrally sensitive region of the PMT (200- 700 nm).
Radiative cascade through lower levels is theoretically
possible for the highest lying odd parity levels studied here.
The a 2S and d 2D terms near 32000 cm - 1 could serve as
intermediate, even-parity levels. This possible systematic
error was studied and avoided by using appropriate interference and/or dye filters in the fluorescence collection
system. No strong evidence for cascading through lower
levels was observed in this experiment, probably because
selection rules and low frequencies suppress the infrared
decay channels.
Other possible sources of systematic error, including
Zeeman quantum beats, radiation trapping, and collisional
quenching, were negligible. The magnetic field in the
scattering chamber was zeroed « 20 mG) when short
lifetimes were measured, eliminating the formation of
Zeeman quantum beats. The atomic/ionic beam was optically thin and no radiation trapping occurred. Collisional
quenching was avoided by maintaining low pressure in the
scattering chamber (10 - 7 bar of argon). Many tests were
performed to verify these claims: the apparent lifetimes as a
function of ion-beam intensity and of pressure in the
scattering chamber did not change. The total systematic
and statistical error is conservatively estimated to be the
greater of the two quantities, ± 5% or ± 0.2 ns.
5. Radiative lifetime results
Table 1 shows the results of our lifetime measurements and
. also lists the laser wavelengths used to excite the levels. The
number in parentheses following each entry is the uncertainty in the last digit of the entry. The configuration
and term assignments, the level energies as well as the
wavelengths are from Huldt et al. (1982). Lifetimes of
different (J) levels within a given term are generally
identical within the accuracy of our measurements. The
only exceptions are levels of the y 2D o and z 2pO term. The
J = 3/2 levels of these terms are severely mixed as indicated
by Huldt et al. (1982). Our lifetime measurements suggest

that the assignments for the y 2Dg'2 and z 2 Pg'2 should be
interchanged.
The table also includes a comparison to previous
lifetime measurements based on LIF methods (Kwiatkowski et al. 1985; Gosselin et al. 1987). We find excellent
agreement between our measurements and these earlier
LIF measurements. The single measurement by Gosselin et
al. (1987) is particularly valuable for comparison because it
was made by use of the fast-beam-Iaser method and is
thought to be accurate to ± 1.5%. The average (+ 2.1 %)
and root-mean-squared (2.2%) difference between earlier
measurements by Kwiatkowski et al. (1985) and our measurements is much smaller than combined uncertainties.
This indicates that Kwiatkowski et al. were quite conservative in estimating their total uncertainties (also given in
Table 1).
Although only 7 of the lifetimes in Table 1 were needed
for this investigation, it seemed advantageous to make the
most comprehensive possible set of lifetime measurements
on Ti + once the experiment was operational and fully
calibrated. These lifetimes will be useful in the future for
even more extensive studies ofTi-n transition probabilities.
6. Transition probabilities: results and discussion
The branching fractions, transitions probabilities and
log gf values for Ti-u lines originating from 7 different
atomic levels are listed in Tables 2-8. The wavenumbers
are those obtained from the fit with the DECOMPprogram. (Note that the wavelengths, being restricted to
three decimals in nm do not carry the full accuracy).
Figures 2-4 show the comparison between the log gf
from this work and the values obtained by Blackwell et al.
(1982), Danzmann and Kock (1980) and Kurucz (1988),
respectively.
Blackwell et al. (1982) used the Oxford furnace technique to measure the oscillator strengths of strong lines
(log gf> -1.1) at short wavelengths. Eight lines belonging
to the families (i.e. the sets of lines emitted from the same
upper level) that were studied in this work had been treated
by Blackwell et al. as well. The differences between the
log gf values obtained by Blackwell et al. and those obtained by us, for these 8 lines, are marked as squares in
Fig. 2. From this picture it seems that the log gf values
obtained by Blackwell et al. are in the average 0.093 dex
(24%) lower than those derived in this work. It should be
noted however that although the Oxford furnace technique
provides very accurate relative oscillator strengths (a precision of 0.5% is claimed), the accuracy of the absolute
values depends on that of the lifetimes measured by
Roberts et al. (1973) by the beam-foil technique, since these
were used by Blackwell et al. to put their relative values on
the absolute scale.
If we use the lifetimes measured in this investigation to
derive new log gf values from the furnace measurements,
we find agreement, within the claimed uncertainties, with
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Table 1. Radiative lifetimes in Ti-n
Configuration
and term

Level
(em -1)

J

Laser wavelength
in air (nm)

Lifetime (ns)
This expt.

Other LIF expts.

3d ZeF)4p

z4 G O

5/2
7/2
9/2
11/2

29544.37
29734.54
29968.30
30240.88

338.377,
337.280,
338.028,
334.941,

401.240
338.784
346.151
344.432

5.7(3)
5.6(3)
5.6(3)
5.6(3)

5.9(6)'
5.8(5)"
5.7(6)"
5.7(7)"

3d ZeF)4p

z4 F o

3/2
5/2
7/2
9/2

30836.32
30958.50
31113.65
31 301.01

324.199, 325.191
322.919 323.904
322.284, 323.658
321.707, 332.294

4.1(2)
4.1(2)
4.1(2)
4.1(2)

4.2(4)"
4.1(3)"
4.4(6)"
4.3(4)"

3d ZeF)4p

zZF o

5/2
7/2

31207.42
31490.82

320.343,
319.753,

376.133
375.930

6.8(3)
6.8(3)

3d ZeF)4p

zZD o

3/2
5/2

31756.51
32025.47

314.806,
313.082,

456.377
323.131

6.6(3)
6.6(3)

6.3(10)"
6.5(9)"

3d ZeF)4p

z4 D o

1/2
3/2
5/2

32532.21
32602.55
32697.99

316.123
316.180
315.227

3.9(2)
4.0(2)
4.0(2)

7/2

32767.07

307.299,
307.523,
307.865,
316.259
307.212,

308.804

4.0(2)

4.0(4)"
4.1(5)"
3.9(4)"
4.01(6)b
4.1(5)"

7/2
9/2

34543.26
34748.40

391.348,
334.903,

457.196
454.961

4.6(2)
4.6(2)

4.8(4)"

3d ZeF)4p

zZG o

3d ZeD)4p

yZD O

5/2
3/2

39476.80
39602.75

286.875,
285.841,

289.108
323.966

6.1(3)
4.5(2)

3d ZeD)4p

zZpo

3/2
1/2

39233.28
39674.66

288.894,
322.862

375.770

5.5(3)
4.0(2)

3d ZeD)4p

yZF O

5/2
7/2

39926.66
40074.52

285.393,
257.267,

320.256
322.943

3.9(2)
3.8(2)

3d Zep)4p

z4 So

3/2

40027.11

331.532,

332.170

3.6(2)

3d Zep)4p

y4DO

1/2
3/2
5/2
7/2

40330.16
40425.59
40581.49
40798.30

253.589,
252.979,
252.466,
251.742,

328.232
253.463
253.128
252.559

4.4(2)
4.5(2)
4.3(2)
4.2(2)

3d Zep)4p

z4 p O

1/2
3/2
5/2

41996.57
42068.52
42208.59

306.651
310.510
310.626

3d zeG)4p

yZG o

7/2
9/2

43740.65
43780.79

287.747
257.108,

288.413

3.6(2)
3.7(2)

5/2
3/2

44902.29
44914.70

286.233
276.130,

285.111

4.7(2)
4.7(2)

3d Zep)4p

xZD o

4.1(4)"

4.6(5)"
4.2(6)"

4.8(2)
4.8(2)
4.8(2)

3d Zep)4p

yZPO

1/2
3/2

45472.27
45548.76

280.646,
271.625,

281.635
281.024

5.5(3)
5.5(3)

3d zeG)4p

zZH o

9/2
11/2

45673.62
45908.53

272.578,
271.730,

302.976
301.717

4.7(2)
4.6(2)

3d zeG)4p

xZF o

7/2
5/2

47466.54
47624.88

258.170
256.898

5.5(3)
5.4(3)

"Kwiatkowski et al. (1985).
b Gosselin et al. (1987).
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Table 2. Branching fractions, transitions probabilities and logarithmic oscillator strengths for lines
originating in the Z4 F~/2 atomic level (E = 30 958.50 cm -1, '!" = 4.1 ± 0.2 ns)
WI (nm)

WN (cm-l)

1733.933
1666.945
999.034
993.064
697.476
637.047
549.288
545.404
477.569
476.453
475.424
466.274
463.632
455.230
450.036
449.352
383.608
379.688
334.674
333.519
332.676
325.291
323.903
322.919

5765.660
5997.360
10006.930
10067.085
14333.450
15693.100
18200.319
18329.930
20933.525
20982.576
21027.960
21440.617
21562.772
21960.784
22214.235
22248.008
26060.854
26329.917
29871.214
29974.900
30050.604
30733.230
30864.760
30958.700

a

BF (±%)

A(±%)(S-I)

log gf (± dex)

4.86E - 04 ± 23

1.19E+05 ±24

-1.98±0.09

7.35E-05±40

1.79E+04±40

-3.31 ±0.15

3.09E-04±29
3.41E-04± 17

7.54E+04±29
8.33E+04±18

-2.81 ±0.11
-2.77±0.07

6.03E - 05 ± 44
1.26E - 04 ± 59
2.81E-04±28
1.03E-04±24
3.3IE-04± 11
3.62E-03±5
9.20E-04± 12
3.39E-02±5
1.61E-Ol ±4
2.74E-02±5
l.52E-01 ±4
4.97E-Ol ±2
1.23E-Ol ±4

1.47E+04±44
3.06E + 04 ± 59
6.86E + 04 ± 28
2.5IE+04±24
8.06E+04± 12
8.83E+05±7
2.24E + 05 ± 13
8.27E+06±7
3.92E+07±6
6.70E+06±7
3.70E+07±6
1.21E+08±5
2.99E+07±6

-3.54±0.16
-3.23±0.20
-2.89±0.11
-3.34±0.10
-2.83±0.05
-1.93 ±0.03
-2.54±0.05
-1.08±0.03
-0.41±0.03
-1.18 ±0.03
-0.45±0.03
0.06±0.02
-0.55±0.03

Line not detected in our spectra.

Table 3. Branching fractions, transitions probabilities and logarithmic oscillator
strengths for lines originating in the Z4 F8/2 atomic level (E = 31 301.01 cm - 1, '!" = 4.1
±0.2 ns)
WI (nm)

WN (cm- 1 )

960.440
623.457
623.137
539.625
536.794
450.674
448.240
378.632
332.292
330.880
323.451
321.705

10409.040
16035.155
16043.390
18526.231
18623.930
22182.770
22303.230
26403.335
30085.340
30213.697
30907.700
31075.450

a

BF(±%)

A(±%)(S-I)

log gf (± dex)

4.97E - 05 ±47

1.21E+04±47

-3.15±0.17

8.99E - 05 ± 57

2.19E+04± 57

-3.02±0.20

4.35E-05±9

1.06E + 04 ± 10

-3.49±0.04

6.40E-04± 19
2.01E-Ol ±8
1.70E-02±6
6.97E-Ol ±3
8.38E-02±9

l.56E + 05 ± 20
4.91E+07±9
4.15E+06±8
1.70E+08±6
2.04E + 07 ± 10

-2.47±0.08
-0.09±0.04
-1.17 ±0.03
0.43±0.02
-0.50 ± 0.04

Line not detected in our spectra.

our results: in Fig. 2 we also show two sets of differences
between the logarithms of the gf-values obtained by Blackwell et al. (1982) and by us, where we rescaled the 8 relative
oscillator strengths measured by Blackwell et al. with

lifetimes from this work. We scaled them using the ratio of
the beam-foil lifetime to our lifetime for the z 4G~/2 level
(triangles) and for the z 4 Fg/ 2 level (stars). The resulting two
mean deviations -O.029±O.014 and O.027±O.014 are of
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Table 4. Branching fractions, transitions probabilities and logarithmic oscillator
strengths for lines originating in the Z4 D~/2 atomic level (E = 32767.07 cm - 1, 1" =4.0
±0.2 ns)
WI (nm)

WN (cm-I)

1319.949
846.131
841.870
571.224
570.961
499.637
497.620
439.584
430.006
422.733
420.592
416.153
358.713
355.283
316.851
315.567
314.540
308.802
307.210
305.974

7573.980
11815.250
11875.062
17501.420
17509.490
20008.931
20090.030
22742.386
23248.970
23648.904
23769.330
24022.846
27869.467
28138.533
31551.440
31679.827
31783.269
32373.800
32541.550
32673.053

a

BF (±%)

A (± %) (S-I)

log gf (± dex)

1.51E-04±24

3.78E+04±25

-2.49±0.1O

6.82E - 05 ± 11

l.71E+04± 12

-3.29±0.05

1.86E-03 ±9
5.82E - 02 ± 11
5.19E-04± 13

4.66E + 05 ± 10
1.45E + 07 ± 12
1.30E+05± 14

-1.97±0.04
-0.49±0.05
-2.55±0.06

1.33E-03 ± 10
6.35E-03±7
2.48E - 04 ± 18
2.11E-Ol±10
1.97E-02±7
9.26E-04±25
6.04E-Ol ±5
8.75E-02± 11
8.05E-03±9

3.33E+05± 11
1.59E+06±9
6.19E+04± 19
5.27E + 07 ± 11
4.93E+06±9
2.31E+05 ±25
1.51E +08 ± 7
2.19E +07 ± 12
2.01E+06±1O

-2.16±0.05
-1.61±0.04
-3.03±0.07
-0.20±0.05
-1.23±0.04
-2.56±O.10
0.24±0.03
-0.61 ±0.05
-1.65±0.04

Line not detected in our spectra.

Table 5. Branching fractions, transitions probabilities and logarithmic oscillator
strengths for lines originating in the Z4 D~/2 atomic level (E = 32 602.55 cm - 1, 1" = 4.0
±0.2 ns)
WI (nm)

WN (cm- l )

1349.255
1308.342
858.079
625.717
621.450
503.781
500.517
442.789
441.833
440.952
439.829
439.406
433.070
430.787
430.192
419.024
418.431
357.373
316.177
315.419
307.522
306.636

7409.470
7641.170
11650.740
15977.260
16086.950
19844.360
19973.774
22577.770
22626.617
22671.843
22729.722
22751.603
23084.466
23206.812
23238.877
23858.240
23892.051
27973.960
31618.710
31694.646
32508.570
32602.510

a

BF (±%)

A(±%)(S-l)

log gf (± dex)

1.63E-03±10

4.07E + 05 ± 11

-2.03±0.05

4.98E-04± 15

1.25E + 05 ± 16

-2.73±0.06

3.48E -03 ±6
9.25E-04± 16
5.76E-04±24
5.88E-03±6
3.08E-03±9
2.87E-02±6
2.27E-02±6

8.70E-05±8
2.31E+05 ± 17
1.44E + 05 ± 25
1.47E+06±8
7.71E+05± 10
7.16E+06±8
5.67E+06±8

-1.99±0.03
-2.57±0.07
-2.78±0.1O
-1.77±0.03
-2.06±0.04
-1.10±0.03
-1.20±0.03

1.18E-03± 17
1.67E -02 ± 3
1.82E-Ol ±2
4.67E-02±2
5.47E-01± 1
1.39E-Ol ±2

2.96E+05± 18
4.17E+06±6
4.56E+07±5
1.17E+07 ±5
1.37E+08±5
3.48E+07±5

-2.51 ±0.07
-1.50±0.02
-0.56±0.Q2
-1.16±0.02
-0.11±0.02
-0.71 ±0.02

Line not detected in our spectra.
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Table 6. Branching fractions, transitions probabilities and logarithmic oscillator
strengths for lines originating in the Z4 F~/2 atomic level (E = 31 490.82 cm -I, r = 6.8
±0.3 ns)
WI (nm)

WN (cm- I)

1587.427
948.592
943.224
616.154
615.848
533.679
531.376
465.720
454.981
446.849
444.456
439.504
375.929
372.164
330.210
328.814
327.699
321.477
319.752
318.412

6297.78
10539.05
10599.026
16225.220
16233.290
18732.650
18813.830
21466.108
21972.757
22372.670
22493.120
22746.550
26593.220
26862.252
30275.069
30403.550
30506.986
31097.457
31265.200
31396.794

a

BF(±%)

A (±%) (S-I)

log gf (± de x)

4.81E-05 ± 19

7.07E + 03 ± 20

-3.12±0.08

4.61E-03±6

6.78E+05±7

-1.63±0.03

1.25E-03±5
1.27E-03 ± 15
7.08E-02±3
1.78E-03 ± 5
9.l4E-02±3
7.55E-Ol ± 1
3.06E-02± 1
2.46E-03±6
5.58E-03 ±4
1.76E-03±18
2.49E-02±4
7.01E-03±5
1.90E-03 ±9

1.84E+05±7
1.87E+05 ± 13
1.04E+07±5
2.62E+05±7
1.34E+07±5
1.11E+08 ± 5
4.50E+06±5
3.62E+05±7
8.21E+05±6
2.59E +05 ± 19
3.67E+06±6
1.03E+06±7
2.79E+05±10

-2.32±0.03
-2.33±0.05
-0.60 ± 0.02
-2.21 ±0.03
-0.51 ±0.02
0.27±0.02
-1.13±0.02
-2.33±0.03
-1.97±0.03
-2.48±0.07
-1.34±0.03
- 1.90:±: 0.03
-2.47±0.04

Line not detected in our spectra.

Table 7. Branching fractions, transitions probabilities and logarithmic oscillator
strengths for lines originating in the Z4 F~/2 atomic level (E = 31 207.42 cm - I, r = 6.8
±0.3 ns)
WI (nm)

WN(cm-l)

1662.222
1600.562
974.795
969.129
685.579
627.107
541.877
538.102
471.952
470.866
469.866
460.927
458.341
450.127
445.048
444.380
379.979
376.132
331.908
330.772
329.943
322.677
321.312
320.343

6014.400
6246.100
10255.752
10315.715
14582.190
15941.840
18449.245
18578.658
21182.695
21231.504
21276.729
21689.354
21811.703
22209.707
22463.163
22496.936
26309.784
26578.822
30120.146
30223.583
30299.617
30981.796
31113.385
31207.497

a

BF (±%)

A(±%)(S-I)

log gf (± dex)

2.76E-04± 15
8.54E-05±32

4.06E+04± 16
1.26E + 04 ± 32

-2.46 ± 0.06
-2.97±0.12

2.01E-03±8
2.77E-03±8
1.76E-04±30
1.46E-03 ± 7
2.24E-04±26
1.33E-04±7
4.87E-04±7
6.52E-02±7
1.19E-02±6
7.65E-02±6
9.38E-04±25
7.98E-Ol ±1
6.94E-04± 21
1.61E-03±7
1.02E-02± 12
1.16E-02±6
3.95E-03±7
1.13E-02±6

2.96E+05±9
4.08E+05 ±9
2.59E+04±30
2.15E+05±9
3.30E + 04 ± 26
1.96E+04±8
7.16E+04±8
9.59E+06±8
1.75E+06±7
1.13E+07±7
1.38E + 05 ± 25
1.17E+08 ± 5
1.02E+05 ± 21
2.37E+05±8
1.50E+06± 13
1.71E+06±7
5.81E+05±8
1.66E+06±7

-2.11±0.04
-1.97 ±0.04
-3.28±0.12
-2.37±0.04
- 3.18±0.1O
-3.43±0.03
-2.87±0.Q3
-0.76±0.03
-1.51 ±0.03
-0.70±0.03
-2.75±0.1O
0.17 ±0.02
-2.99±0.08
-2.63±0.03
-1.83±0.05
-1.79±0.03
-2.27±0.04
-1.81 ±0.03

Line not detected in our spectra.
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Table 8. Branching fractions, transitions probabilities and logarithmic oscillator
strengths for lines originating in the Z4 G~/2 atomic level (E= 29544.37 cm -1, 7: = 5.7
±0.3 ns)
WI (nm)

WN (cm-I)

2297.521
2181.367
1163.474
1155.420
773.834
700.147
595.562
591.007
512.162
510.884
509.707
499.204
496.174
436.561
480.633
479.853
405.619
401.239
351.305
350.033
349.105
340.981
339.457
338.377

4351.330
4583.030
8592.600
8652.490
12919.120
14278.770
16786.220
16915.595
19519.630
19568.450
19613.630
20026.320
20148.610
20546.656
20800.091
20833.878
24646.726
24915.788
28457.160
28560.526
28636.475
29318.737
29450.362
29544.351

a

BF (±%)

A(±%)(S-I)

log gf(±dex)

1.05E - 04 ± 52

1.84E+04±52

-3.24±0.18

4.10E-04±9
1.13E-04±37
5.91E-04±11
1.92E - 04 ± 32
6.96E-03±6

7.19E+04±10
1.99E+04±37
1.04E+05± 12
3.37E + 04 ± 32
1.22E+06±8

-2.81±0.04
-3.38±0.14
-2.67±0.05
-3.30±0.12
-1.75±0.03

4.97E-03±6
4.48E-02±5
6.99E-03±5
1.58E-01±5
7.77E-01±1

8.72E+05±8
7.87E+06±7
1.23E+06±7
2.76E+07±7
1.36E+08±5

-2.02±0.03
-1.06±0.03
-1.89±0.03
-0.54 ± 0.03
0.15±0.02

Line not detected in our spectra.

the order of the uncertainties of the log gf values of the 8
lines, and the standard deviation of ±0.014 (±0.OO5 if we
leave out one deviating data point) demonstrates that our
data set is coherent, even when transitions originating in
five different upper levels are compared. We note that
Blackwell et a!. measured 10 gfvalues not included in this
work; the most reliable rescaling of these oscillator
strengths is to add + 0.09 to the log gf values given by
Blackwell et al: then they will agree with ours on the
average.
In Fig. 3 we compare the log gf obtained by Danzmann
and Kock (1980) by combined hook and emission measurements with our results. Taking into account that those
authors have used beam-foil lifetimes to put relative oscillator strengths on an absolute scale, it can be concluded
that there is a good agreement for lines with a log gf>
-1 dex. However, for lines with a smaller log gf, a bigger
spread of the data is found and the oscillator strengths
obtained by Danzmann and Kock are larger on the
average than ours. It is debatable whether the comparison
also reveals a trend.
The comparison with the calculated values obtained by
Kurucz (1988) is shown in Fig. 4. For log gf> -1.8, the
calculated log gf deviate by 0.02 ± 0.06 from our measured

values. For lines with a log gf< -1.8 dex a big spread in
the data is found; this is a familiar phenomenon which may
be ascribed to cancellation effects in the calculations
(Huber & Sandeman 1977).
7. The solar titanium abundance
21 very weak lines in the Ti-n spectrum have been used to
determine the titanium photospheric abundance by use of
the atmospheric model of Holweger & Muller (1974) with
updated electronic and gas pressures (P e and P g) for the
new photospheric iron abundance which was mentioned in
the introduction. Detailed results are given in Table 9. The
mean value is aTi=log(NTi/NH )+ 12= 5.04 ± 0.04 dex,
higher than - and in contradiction with - the meteoritic
abundance aTi = 4.93 ± 0.02 dex (Anders & Grevesse 1989).
Figure 5 shows the solar titanium abundance derived
from different Ti-n lines. The values obtained from lines
emitted from the same atomic level, are marked with the
same symbol. We do not see any variation in abundances
determined from lines having different emitting levels: this
indicates that our radiative lifetimes are consistent.
We also determined a titanium abundance from the
new Ti-n gf values that had been calculated by Kurucz
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Fig. 4. Comparison between the log gf values obtained by
Kurucz (1988) and those derived in this work

(0) - the originalloggfobtained by Blackwell et al. are used in

the comparison. The relative values were put on absolute scale
using lifetimes derived by beam-foil technique
(6.) - new log gf for Blackwell's measurements are used in the
comparison. The new values are obtained combining the original
relative values with the lifetime we measured using LIF for the Tin z4 G O5/2 level
(*) - new log gf for Blackwell's measurements are used in the
comparison. The new values are obtained combining the original
relative values with the lifetime we measured using LIF for the Tin z4 F O9/2 level
The error bars represent the average uncertainty of our log gf
values.
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Fig. 3. Comparison between the log gfvalues obtained by Danzmann and Kock (1980) and those derived in this work

(1988) and were normalised with observed lifetimes. Using
the same lines as those used here, we find aTi = 4.97 ± 0.30.
This value is slightly smaller than the value obtained with
our very accurate gfvalues, but has a very large dispersion:

Table 9. Solar abundance results from Ti-n lines

E~~~(eV) w.dmA) loggf(±dex)

A0(A)

ATi

Upper level z 4Fg/ 2
4764.527
1.24
4636.325
1.16
4552.294
1.12
4493.524
1.08

E=30958.50 cm- 1
-2.77±0.Q7
33.0
17.0
-3.23±0.2
30.5
-2.89±0.11
31.0
-2.83±0.05

5.09
5.07
5.06
4.98

Upper level z 4Fg/ 2
5396.243
1.58
4506.742
1.13

E=31301.01 cm- 1
10.0
-3.02±0.20
9.6
-3.49±0.04

4.93
5.03

Upper level z4D~/2
4395.842
1.24

E=32 767.07 cm- 1
66.0
-1.97±0.04

5.06

Upper level z4Dg/ 2
5005.169
1.57
4409.521
1.23
4398.292
1.22

E=32602.55 cm22.5
-2.73±0.06
-2.57±0.Q7
37.5
28.0
-2.78±O.lO

5.09
5.01
5.00

Upper level z2F~/2
5336.785
1.58
1.24
4657.203
4444.557
1.12

E=31490.82 cm- 1
74.3
-1.63±0.03
52.5
-2.32±0.03
60.0
-2.21 ±0.03

5.08
5.06
5.04

Upper level
9691.273
5418.765
5381.020
4719.513
47'08.663
4609.268
4583.412

Z2

Fg/ 2
2.59
1.58
1.57
1.24
1.24
1.18
1.16

E=31207.42 cm- 1
36.0
-2.97±0.12
48.6
-2.11±0.04
58.0
-1.97±0.04
11.5
-3.28±0.12
50.5
-2.37±0.04
10.1
-3.43±0.03
30.0
-2.87±0.03

5.11
5.01
5.07
4.99
5.06
5.02
5.06

Upper level
4798.532

Z4

Gg/ 2
1.08

E=29544.37 cm- 1
43.5
-2.67±0.05

5.05

1
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Fig. 5. Solar titanium abundance derived from the log gfvalues
of 21 very weak lines in the titanium spectrum. Transitions from
different upper levels of Ti + are indicated by different symbols:
z4Fo5/2 (_), z4Fo9/2 (1':,), z4Do7/2 (*), z4Do3/2 (0), Z2F07/2 (e),
z 2 FO 5/2 (x), z4 GO 5/2 ( + )

0.30 dex (i.e. a factor of two). This confirms that Kurucz'

theoretical gf values for faint lines, even if normalised to
measured lifetimes, cannot be used for an accurate abundance analysis.
We also recalculated the abundance from the Ti-r lines
that had been analyzed by Blackwell et al. (1987). After we
increased their log gf values by 0.059 dex as suggested by
Lowe and Hannaford (1991),15 higher excitation Ti-r lines
resulted in a mean aTi of 5.00 ± 0.01 - in agreement with the
results obtained here from Ti-rr lines, and also higher than
the meteoritic value! Note that the uncertainties of abundances given above are the formal standard deviations of a
single data point.
8. Conclusions

We have derived a solar photospheric titanium abundance
of aTi = 10g(NTil N H) + 12 = 5.04 ± 0.04 based on weak lines
belonging to the Ti-u spectrum. This value is different from
the meteoritic abundance of 4.93 ± 0.02 presented by
Anders & Grevesse (1989), but confirms the photospheric
abundance given by the same authors, which was based on
Ti-r lines, namely 4.99 ± 0.02.
For the Ti-u lines used in this paper, the apparent
discrepancy between photospheric and meteoritic abundances occurs at the level of one standard deviation.
Marginal agreement is obtained, if two standard deviations
are allowed. In a normal distribution such a disagreement
is, in principle, not serious, since about one third of the data
points are expected to lie beyond one standard deviation.
We should note however that our result confirms the
value derived earlier from Ti-r lines. (The small uncertainty
of this latter value, mentioned at the end of Sect. 7, which is
derived as formal error, should be enlarged to ± 0.04 dex,
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to accommodate systematic errors in lifetimes and the
abundance determination.)
We should stress that we do not yet consider the
discrepancy between the photospheric and meteoritic titanium abundances to be proven by the case presented
here. On the other hand, we have established a separate
data point, which - being based on weak lines - is largely
independent of solar models. We are aware that transition
probabilities of weak lines are difficult to measure and even
more difficult to calculate (cf. Figs. 3 and 4, respectively).
Although the abundances derived from our weak lines
(which all have a log gf< -1.5) are consistent - even if one
considers their remarkably small uncertainties - independent measurements confirming or challenging our results
would be welcome.
In conlcusion we reiterate that the close agreement
between solar and meteoritic abundances for many elements (cf. footnote 1 in the introduction) raises a suspicion
that some of these comparisons may be biased. Also, we
maintain that it is still possible that a difference between
solar and meteoritic abundances will appear at some level.
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